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2012 – January

degard Westerkamp (World Forum for
Acoustic Ecology)
Come join us at the new SFU
Woodward’s in downtown Vancouver for
an extraordinary 3 days of musical
discovery and professional networking.

19-22, 2012.

The theme: Connecting Geographies,
Practices and Cultures. We have invited
some of North America’s best new music
artists and presenters to the event, including:
Charles Amirkhanian (Other Minds),
Sandeep Bhagwati (composer, director,
media artist), Kim Cascone (Hydrophonia
Festival), Joel Chadabe (Ear to the Earth),
Mei Han (Chinese zheng virtuoso), Michel
Levasseur (FIMAV), Giorgio Magnanensi
(composer, producer), Gordon Monahan
(Electric Eclectics), Pauline Oliveros
(Deep Listening Institute - via Skype),
Ken Pickering (Coastal Jazz and Blues Vancouver), Michael Tenzer (Cross-Cultural researcher, composer, author), Barry
Truax (composer, author, SFU School of
Communication), Owen Underhill (SFU
School for the Contemporary Arts), Hil-

REGISTRATION is now open!

GO ONLINE & GET THE
FORM
http://www.newmusicnet
work.ca/forum2012.e/
Special early bird price for
CNMN members.
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Getting to
Vancouver for
FORUM 2012
Visiting beautiful British Columbia late January, at a time when
it’s usually blistery cold in the
other parts of Canada – now
that’s a great idea!
But travel is more of an issue for
FORUM 2012 because it’s a
much bigger trip for people from
Atlantic Canada, Quebec and
Ontario…where most Canadians
live. We hope this fact doesn’t
discourage people. Here are a few
hints and tips so you don’t break
the piggy bank:
(1) There are good air fare rates
available right now for the end of
January. You’d be surprised what
is out there! Get them before
they go up in price.
(2) Make use of our new Habitation 2012 billeting project to help
save accommodation costs as
well as bump up your networking
opportunities. Contact Stacey
Brown:
CNMN-RCMN_habitation@staceybrown.ca

(3) You may be eligible for travel
funding from your regional or
provincial arts council, or, if applicable, from your institution.
Don’t be afraid to call them up
and ask! Act quickly to be sure
you will meet deadlines.
(4) You may be eligible for a
travel grant from the Equity Office at the Canada Council. It is
for Canadian professional artists
or arts professionals with disabilities or who are from culturally
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diverse groups (African, Asian,
LatinAmerican, Middle Eastern
or mixed racial descent). More information:
http://www.canadacouncil.ca/
equity/

Contact Emily Hall if you need a
letter of support at
admin@newmusicnetwork.ca

¥

HABITATION 2012
http://newmusicnetwork.ca/fo
rum2012.e/habitation.php

By now you might have heard
about the new billeting program
for FORUM 2012 VANCOUVER.
This project not only makes the
trip to Vancouver more affordable for Forum attendees coming
from across the country, but it
provides another way to bridge
the geographical distance of our
vast country and bring people
closer together.
Habitation 2012 has amazing
potential but we need everyone’s
support to make it a success!
There are a variety of ways you
can help:

Spread the Word
Do you know someone who lives
in Vancouver who might like to
be a host? Do you know someone who might like to stay with a
host? Do you know a great (free)
place to post a notice? Please
share the Habitation 2012 web
page on your social media!
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Stay With a Host
Travelling to Vancouver to attend Forum 2012? Interested in
staying with a fantastic host?

Become a Host
If you live in Vancouver, do you
have room to host a Forum attendee ? There are perks! Hosts
can register for free for FORUM
2012 and will also receive $10 per
day per guest.
For all of these reasons and any
others relating to Habitation
2012, please contact me at
CNMN-RCMN_habitation@stacey
brown.ca

THANKS!
¥ Stacey Brown, Billeting Coordinator

Membership Dues
2011
We sent out membership invoices by email in the last week
of May. Membership dues are
still coming in via online and
mail. Please send in outstanding
2011 invoices before December
so we can settle dues, since the
2012 memberships invoices will
be going out early in the New
Year due to the FORUM 2012
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coming soon after. It is greatly
appreciated! ¥

FACTOR

Since the closure of the “specialized music recording grants” at
the Canada Council (as a result of
a decision by Heritage Canada),
recording activity in for new music has been difficult. The new
Canada Council production
grants include a recording component, but this is only a stopgap measure (though it is both
very useful and greatly appreciated). We, as a community, must
continue to work with the main
funders of recording in Canada,
FACTOR and Musicaction, in
order to make sure that all forms
of Canadian music are accessible
to the Canadian public. This is
the stated mission of the Canada
Music Fund, run by Heritage
Canada.
On Oct. 17 CNMN had a chance
to meet with FACTOR in faceto-face meetings in Toronto.
CNMN President Tim Brady met
with Factor President Duncan
McKie, Operations Director Phil
Gumbly, and Submissions Department Manager Brent Bain to
discuss problems and possible
solutions.
FACTOR is currently re-doing its
jury process and REALLY
WANTS
MORE
JURORS
FROM THE NEW MUSIC
FIELD. If you are interested in
becoming accredited as a
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FACTOR juror, please send
completed
forms
to
juror@factor.ca along with your
CV. Download the forms at
http://www.factor.ca/Documents.aspx (scroll down). If you
have difficulties with the
Word/DOCX file format, please
download the PDF version and
fill it out by hand. The PDF can
then be scanned and attached to
your email, or sent by post to
FACTOR.
They have re-done their forms
and are still wrestling with what
to do with “new music”. Classical and Jazz are the two main
categories they have for “new
music”, but they also have a
“specialized music” category, as a
result of CNMN discussions in
the past. This helps situate your
music in terms of its potential
commercial or artistic market.
The core of the issue is, however,
money. FACTOR was given responsibility for funding our
community, and not given one
penny more in funding. The
FACTOR juried grants fund
about 35 records a year (in ALL
styles), whereas the old “specialized music component” funded
about 50 CDs a year of just “specialized music”. We all know this
– our sector has taken a BIG hit.
So we need to work with
FACTOR, and many other partners, to convince Heritage Canada to find a better, more equitable way of allocating funding. ¥
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CBC Meeting
On October 18th, CNMN had a
chance to meet with Mark
Steinmetz (Head – Radio 2 Redevelopment) and Chris Boyce
(Executive Director – CBC English Services) of CBC Radio Two.
Over the past 5 years Radio Two
has been systematically disengaging itself from most forms of
creative and niche musics in Canada, opting for an increasingly
“song form” driven, commercialformat schedule. The cancellation of “Two New Hours”, the
closing of the CBC Orchestra,
the cancellation of the CBC
Young Composers’ Competition,
the shifting of commissioning
away from chamber and orchestral music to “song forms”, and
the increasingly small number of
concerts recorded have had a
very negative impact on our
community.
Mark and Chris were very open
and accessible, and presented
CNMN with its plan for “CBC
MUSIC” – an integrated radio
and internet music service it will
unveil publically very soon. The
idea of integrating radio and internet makes sense in 2011 – at
least they got that right.
Radio Two will stay largely as is,
though with even fewer resources
for recording, focusing more on
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a small number of high-profile,
CBC-driven events. The idea is
to try and have more impact
(more listeners) by having fewer
but more splashy events on radio.
A tenable thesis, short term, but
if you stop the day-to-day flow of
diverse music making in Canada,
you stop the long-term development. This long-term development is not measured in quarterly
reports, but in years and decades.
The internet service will have
“jazz” and “classical” and “electronica” categories (in addition to
“rock”, “hip-hop”, “folk”, etc).
Some CNMN members will fit
quite well into these categories.
However, CNMN (in collaboration with other partners) has begun to push for the creation of a
new, meta-category for a wider
range of new music – a “Discovery” or “New Directions” style
category, where every form of
creative music making will have
its place. Diversity and accessibility are essential. ¥

ARTS DAY ON
THE HILL

On October 24th, CNMN president Tim Brady took part in the
“Arts Day on the Hill” project,
organized by the Canadian Arts
Coalition. The goal of this project is to meet with as many
Members of Parliament as possible, to make a strong case for
continued and improved funding
for the arts.
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CNMN met with NDP member
Charmain Borg and Bloc
Québécois member André Bellavance, both of whom are sympathetic to the arts (as is the official party policy of these two
parties). But the message is clear
– economically, culture creates
640,000 jobs in Canada, 46 million dollars of activity, and improves the lives and educational
experience of millions of Canadians. We, as a sector, are actually
very strong and important, the
politicians cannot ignore if we act
together.
During the course of the day
over 100 artists met with 120
MPs to make the case. At the
closing
reception,
Minister
Moore gave a very “arts friendly”
speech, and presented a very
sympathetic portrait of his belief
in the arts. We must, however,
judge the government through its
actions, not its words.
The current Conservative government has made several very
negative arts decisions – the cancellation of all international arts
funding at Heritage Canada,
shifting funding away from artsbased activities to cultural industries, the highly partisan nature in
the way grants to festivals are
given at Heritage. We have to
keep up the pressure to get the
message out – the arts are essential to Canadian life and to all
Canadians, not a luxury item reserved for a few.
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¥ Tim Brady
Visit the Canadian Arts
Coalition Web Site at
www.canadianartscoalition.com/

The Youth/Music
Education
Committee
Seeks Your
Input
In the true CNMN spirit of connecting people with people and
people with resources, the
CNMN Youth/Music Education
Committee is building a database
of online resources for creative
music-making with amateur musicians. Who would use this
toolkit? A school teacher looking
for new repertoire, or ways of facilitating kids writing their own
music. A musician running improvisation
workshops
and
looking for new ideas. A teenager
surfing the web for new digital
sounds or ways of making music.
We want your input! We invite
you to submit your favourite
online resources for inclusion in
a database. Please submit the
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name of the website or
organisation, the link, and a 2-3
sentence description of the link.
Submissions can be sent to
mlouisecampbell@gmail.com.
Our aim is to include the resource list on CNMN's new website, providing accessible information on creative music-making
with amateur musicians to
CNMN members and the general
public – essentially an online
‘how-to’ kit.
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This is a self-nominating process.
All CNMN members are welcome to nominate themselves for
this election. Current board
members may nominate themselves for re-election.
The period of nomination
ends on March 1st, 2012.

¥ Louise Campbell

Why is music education important? Creativity is fundamental to being human, and creative
music-making provides a means
of understanding and engaging
with our world, making sense of
our experiences. In addition, a
professional music scene grows
out of a strong and enthusiastic
amateur music scene. The more
amateurs there are enjoying
making music, the better off we
all are!

New Web Site

The Youth/Music Education
Committee has undergone a huge
growth spurt for 2011-12! The
committee members are: Louise
Campbell, Rebecca Danard,
Doug Friesen, Tawnie Olson and
Theodora Stathopoulos. Between
the five of us, we represent practices in creative music-making
using improvisation, composition
and performance with youth
(school music), amateurs of all
ages (community music) and professionals-in-training (university
programs).

We are currently doing Beta
testing with the CNMN board
members and will unveil the final
new Web site in January 2012 to
coincide with the FORUM 2012
in Vancouver. The Web site address will not change, either in
English or French. ¥

Since mid-August CNMN has
been working with Web developer Christopher Willes to create
a new, more dynamic and more
ergonomic Web site. More photos, more colour, and easier access to key elements of the
CNMN experience – a Web site
that will make it easier and more
effective to work together as a
community.

Election ~ Call
For Nominations
The two-year term for the
CNMN Board of Directors finishes at the end of May 2012. Are
you interested in running for a
position?

Thirteen positions to be filled, 2
year mandate (June 2012 – May
2014)
2 – Atlantic Canada
3 – Québec
3 – Ontario
1 – Manitoba
1 – Saskatchewan
1 – Alberta
2 – British Columbia
The board meets by phone 3-4
times per year. Board members
should expect to contribute some
time and energy to various committees and projects over the
course of their mandate.
Election ballots will be sent in
April, with a May 1st election
deadline.
Details about the current board
of directors can be found here:
www.newmusicnetwork.ca/or
g.e/dir.php
Contact
Emily
Hall
at
admin@newmusicnetwork.ca
should you wish to connect with
any of the board members.
To nominate yourself, contact
Tim Brady, CNMN President,
tim@timbrady.ca
514.931.9747 ¥
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Want to submit
to the next bulletin?
Your input is crucial to the success of our efforts; so let us know what is important to you. Here is where you
can communicate your own ideas, raise your own issues, and make announcements. The gusidelines are also
now online along with all our past bulletins: www.newmusicnetwork.ca/org.e/bulletins.php

Submission Guidelines
• Please submit 1 month prior to bulletin release date
• For CNMN members only
• If you are submitting an announcement, it needs to be news and content of
a national scope and impact

• Publish-ready quality (proofread, edit, spell check, etc.)
• Photos are most welcome!
• Be brief, and at least no more than 200 words. If the nature of your

submission requires more, make it an intro that refers the reader to where
they can find the full info – ie. a web link. The cost of translation and
administration mean that we can only accept short texts: remember, this is
just a simple newsletter, not a magazine or journal.

• A format conducive to the bulletin. Bulletins are available online, have a
look to see our formatting practices http://www.newmusicnetwork.ca/org.e/bulletins.php)

• English and/or French (we can do translation)
• Email as an attachment file (.doc or .txt)
• We reserve the right to edit content and refuse any submission

